
Easter Shoot on a roll thanks to epic weekend of top-class action 

Report by Colin Watson, Kirk Michael Rifle Club, Isle of Man 

 

Rachel Glover was the queen of the Easter Shoot as she racked up win after win in the sunshine 
which bathed St John's in another very successful event that was a great boost for Isle of Man sport. 

She won the Women's Prone Rifle final in style and the aggregate competition too, and along the 
way she quietly produced what is sure to be ratified as a new 50m British record of 627.9 points in 
qualification at the Sinclair range and will raise ripples on the world stage. 

'It wasn't really planned like that,' Rachel explained. 'I just turned up for the weekend thinking that 
I could keep my ranking up and put in a few scores. And I think because I had no pressure and I 
didn't have any expectations on myself it just worked for me on the day.' 

Did she get to Switzerland to sort her Bleiker rifle out? 

'I did not,' she laughed. 'I had problems with my rifle last summer and it seems to have resolved 
itself. It may need a service at some point but if it's working I don't really want to touch anything at 
the moment.' 

She was seen to punch the firing point mat with delight after she had finished that detail, to the 
applause of excited onlookers who had followed her progress shot by shot in the beautiful 
conditions on Saturday. 

Rachel had no intention of resting on her laurels though, for a day later she came close to 
repeating the trick with a brilliant 624.5 points in perfect conditions without a trace of wind, firing 
her 60 match shots in less than 30 minutes with 20 minutes to spare. 

In the pistol events, meanwhile, Nathan Holden from the Laxey club picked up some gongs too.  

'I made a complete hash of the air pistol competition but I did get gold in 25m standard pistol and 
silver in 50m pistol,' he said. 'Despite some personal frustrations it was an excellent weekend with 
absolutely brilliant weather and I have enjoyed spending time with and shooting alongside 
competitors who made the journey over to the Isle of Man.' 

Any disappointment will have been tempered by his daughter Kathryn's triumph in the air pistol 
final at the new Centre 21 venue. 

'I think the final went so well for me because I kept calm and knew I had it in me,' said Kathryn, 12. 
'It's inspired me to go to more competitions in future to see how I do.'  

Visiting competitors were fulsome in their praise of the event - and the Isle of Man as well. 

Scottish shooter Mary Melvin was pipped to the gold by Kathryn but the Bon Accord veteran said: : 
'Excellent facilities, fantastic weather but most of all the Isle of Man folks are the friendliest, most 
helpful and generous people one could ever hope to meet, that is what makes everyone want to 
come back year after year,' she said. 



Thanks must also go to Di O'Brien from Centre 21 and Spar shops for their help in organising the 
events at the air range which was set up by Scotland's Gavin Walker with Megalink targets provided 
by Scottish Target Shooting. 

Former Commonwealth Games champion Sheena Sharp from Huntly said: 'I always love coming to 
IoM for the Easter Shooting Festival. The range is one of the best, if not THE BEST facility in the 
country. The local people are so friendly and welcoming and they cannot do enough to help, nothing 
is a problem that they cannot solve for you. 
'This must have been about my 20th visit and why I keep coming back every year. Looking forward to 
returning next year. 

'It was great to be there to see Rachel achieve her record scores. A fantastic achievement.' 

Other highlights of the three-day event included Scottish student Vikki Walls who won the women's 
air rifle with ease staged at Centre 21.  

The young shooter followed that up with a resounding win in the women's three-position 50m rifle 
final, powering to victory by a stonking 21 points ahead of Sharp. 

The Scots also raided the Men's Prone Rifle title, as Ruaraidh MacLeod from Bearsden got the 
better of Manx shooter Michael Duncalf to take the crown. 

Coach and former Scotland international Maria Maoileoin was delighted with the event, even if 
some technical problems had to be dealt with on the day. 

'Competing around Britain the IoM Easter shoot has always been my favourite of the year. I'm so 

pleased that fellow Scots came over as it's a great step towards those vying for international status. 

The level of event feels like you are shooting abroad and the range is a cut above anything else in 

Britain. 

'The Sinclair range and the weekend event only runs as well as it does due to the time, dedication 

and teamwork of its members. And the welcome and friendliness makes it feel like returning to 

family. I thank them all.'  

 

Finally, organiser Stewart Watterson took time to mull over the future of the sport. 

'With continuing uncertainty over whether shooting is to be included in the Birmingham 

Commonwealth Games we were expecting reduced interest this year in the Festival, 

notwithstanding its inclusion in British Shooting's small list of high standard domestic selection 

events. What we were not expecting was to see a British record blown out of the water in 

spectacular style by one of our own. Rachel's performance was a privilege to watch and must now 

put her in contention for the European Championships in Bologna in September. 

'We await the decision about the 2022 Commonwealth Games, an announcement on which is 

anticipated for June,' continued Stewart. 'If shooting is to be included, next year's Easter Festival 

promises to be fantastic, with home country contenders vying for performances to add to their 

selection CVs.' 

All the results from the events can be found at http://www.eastershoot.im/results.html.  
 
 

http://www.eastershoot.im/results.html

